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Mariner IV was more than an extraordinary’>&hnological-achievement, it was an 
f 

pvent of maior scientific significance. The pictures showing a heavily cratered surface, 

1 .; b’ 1. devoid of evidences of az$Jeous erosion or mountain building activity, and the observed 
I- .,ypp ~d,~il~ce rm 

ence of a magnetic field are new, fr&h clues to the nature and history of Mars. Mot- 

image of the “mysterious planet” been directed away from that of 

planet by this new information-, but the opinions 
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Mars in July, a broadly representative 

was meeting at Wood’s Hole Massachusetts under the aegis of the 

Academy of Sciences. Their task was to consider the most important objectives 

exploration program of the United States over the next decade. 
. 

,’ Mars received oarticular attention. The search for evidences of an ancient ocean on Mars 

was tonsidered to be among the most important tasks. ,,,’ The geologists i n the group discussed 
wT-43.u 

the possibility that layers of sedimentary strata which>ad-formed on the bottom of such ancient 
LE.-l& . 1-d 

oceans might even t e disclosed in close-up photography by tell-tale erosional patterns. Three 

weeks later the Mariner IV pictures, coveri ’ 
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less than one percent of the surface of the 
“s;, yf-+yy LA~JqgL-. -.. 

planet at a resolution no better than a mile or two&.,.,.---- n+&rtheless made it clear th;‘any large ----.. --- = 

scale physiographic relics of ancient Martian oceans, had they ever existed, almost certainly > .._-___-_ __. .- -- -- -. 

have been erased by the subsequent meteorite and asteroidal bombardment’s0 vividly recorded 

there now. 

Similarly,424 
--w , 

scientists at Wood’s Hole had pointed out thatllarge scale internal activity .--____--- 

such as that which produces mountains and earthquakes on the earth, even the continents 
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and oceanic basins themselves, should also leave tell-tale topographic signatures on the 

Martian surface if that Iam also internally dynamic , T-t-ion- 
&GfrHAl J -0. 

of-the-present cratered surface estructive effects of major mountain building 

activity~+-appar~,bo. This limited visual reconnaissance 

suggests, but does not prove, 
,.;t ..&42r/$.$ *.* y.G -crt.% L2T3”..d:, 

that Mars has been quie&n&ince the present surface formed, 

if not always. The absence of a detectable magnetic field is an additional strong bit of 

evidence in favor of a passive planet, particularly because Mars spins on its own axis as 

rapidly as does the earth. The earth’s magnetic field is generally believed to result in 
M., 

some way from the interaction of aiiquid core with its high spin rate. 
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Thus Mariner IV has, in e-verti&le-instant-, changed even some-of the questions 
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scientists-woukLpkree-at-highe+prii. It has pushed Mars closer to th 
‘U-h-JL 9%yA&%-fJ&d a 

Moon in cosmic 
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genealogy than many scientists had thought previously; it has narrowed-and-sharpened the 

discussion of the age and nature of Mar’s surface. 
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ItS1~ost-resounding scientific 
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success be~attse-+ta~r~ new facts about Mars, fa 

from the surface 

Its success is 
. 

result of a bold look at the surface of another planet. There s$eqaj was no way c:to be 
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be present in the pictures. 

resting-i~photographed-hru~i lar manner, 
wddp. vh-a ctca, b---Al. )r-2_ &&.,2.- 
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Yet the United States had the 

skill to make it succeed 

tee hnical ly . 

L---7%- e meaning of Mariner IV today is that we have reached an historic milestone in Man’s 

exploration of the universe around him: we no& have the confident capability to explore 

directly the nearby-planets. The meaning of Mariner IV for the future is that we can have 

,JQ confidence that that exploration will return even greater scientific dividends. Mariner IV is 
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.L . .c ;i a spectacular reminder that a wondrous new episode in the Age of Exploration is beginning. . 
/ _A4 
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We may expand our consciousness to include the planets if we really wish to . 
e---’ -.---- ,_-.-. “, ----_--_ _. _ - . .._.- - 

But where next? -‘Isn“i’.Mo~~~~~ly like the Moon that we should concentrate on 

some other planet ? Isn’t it apparent that Mars is lifeless. o Our answer to such rhetorical 

questions would be to emphasize the lessons we have just learned. Explore! If a tiny bit 

of exploration has been so rewarding, imagine what can be hoped for with the vastly larger 

capability now becoming available. 

The *quest for extraterrestrial life is the greatest challenge we can imagine. The 

surface of Mars is still the best place by far to start that search. Certainly, it would have 

been particularly exciting if dried up ocean bottoms and ancient river drainage patterns had 

characterized the terrain. Th en we would have felt almost certain that life once existed 

there. Furthermore, laboratory experiments have shown that even some terrestrial micro- 
I q;& 

organisms can live and multiply under present Martian surface conditions’. Hence, many 
1 

scientists feel that if simple life ever had gotten started on Mars, there should still be some 

there. 

The Mariner IV pictures, of course, do not rule out the possibility that Mars did indeed 

once have oceans and a thick atmosphere with liquid water present at the surface. Although 

perhaps this seems less likely now than before Mariner IV, it is still possible that such I 

circumstances did prevail at some time in Mar%* history, then gradually disappeared before the 

present surface was formed. 
ti 

On the other hand, that present surface @6+&f may6represent a suitable place for the _- 

formation for simple life forms. Mars, unlike the Moon, has a thin atmosphere which must 

have come from the interior over the course of time. The Martian atmosphere is known to 

contain substantial amounts of carbon dioxide and about the amount of water to be expected 

in vapor form over ice, presumably the main constituent of the polar caps of the planet. 

Now it is most likely that whatever process liberated water and carbon dioxide from the 

primordial .matter of Mars also liberated substantial quantities of organic compounds like methane, 



forms that may exist there. w ~__c_.__..- I.-.-..----_ --, --. ---.- 
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/, None of the results from Mariner IV significantly change the basis for the NAS 

i recommendations . Mars is still the best, and a most promising, place to search for extra- 
! I 

terrestrial life. Mars is certainly a most exciting and informative place to explore from the ,! 

non-biological point of view’as,. well . -. -- ---,-----.- ..-. --__-- ..-- ---__. -I_-__ -..-- -._. _, _ - 

The meaning caEz3us is-the 

our growing space capabilityAt follow up Mariner’s unexpectedly informative “Fi 
Vi-..~ t&+&&u&d 

Look” with a &R+ long range program of Martian exgtion, both biolzg 

biological. There will be only a brief instant in human history when Man first becomes 

familiar with the surface of another planet. 
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Only one or t>o nat’ons will have the opportunity 

and various places in the Martian soil . freezing just due 
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to solar heating in equatorial regions on Mars, ‘de isolated internal sources 
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heat that produce loca - perhaps, the same sources of heat connected with the 

degassing of the planet itself. Thus, there may well have existed at some places on Mars 

the chemical and physical conditions necessary for the initiation of simple life forms. 

Such a “model” is unaffected by theMariner IV findings; It is, in fact, the picture many 
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ammonia, and hydrocarbons. Such compounds must have been concentrated at various times 

biologists and other scientists hadfldevelope$as a guide to the possible biological exploration 

of Mars long before Mariner IV. It is primarily on the basis of such a picture, along with 

secondary hopes of ancient oceans, that the National Academy of Sciences recommended 

last year to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration a large scale and aggressive 

program of exploration of Mars leading to eventual direct tests for, and analysis of, life 

to carry out this endeavor. If we but wish it-to be,??&nstant can be the coming decade 
__-- //./---’ 

and this nation will remy[n.atthe-forefront of a great human adventure. 
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